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The mind control genesis started early in our lives within the home, school and mainstream society
with the specific notion of indoctrination; the control of our thinking in all aspects of life completely
under total subjugation.
Lies as oppose to the truth are a major form of mind control; our behavior is altered due to what our
minds is being told.
Images and music are another tool used in the warfare to take control of the mind; the imprint is so
blatant that it will take time to remove it from our mind.
Information convey or taught to us are covert weapons used to confuse our thinking; by washing our
brains with polluted propaganda makes us a zombie in an inkling.
The downpressors are using every conceivable mind control tool, drugs or weapon to maintain power
and control on this planet earth. Even technology and the dangerous smart-phone plays a crucial role
in the dominance of our self worth.
In this current space and time; we are under attack in the battleground coined by Dr. Bobby Wright
called mentacide.
Here are some control of the mind quotes from our esteem psychologist, freedom fighter and afrikan
scholar of our time; Dr. Bobby Wright defined mentacide as "the planned and systematic destruction of
a group's mentality aimed at the destruction of the group.". Steve Biko said this about about mind
control “the most potent weapon of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed” & “ the greatest
weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the minds of the people.”. Dr. Leonard Jeffries said this about
mind control from a pan-afrikan prospective, “the challenge of the 21st century is the struggle for the
afrikan mind.”.
If white supremacy is to be overthrown and replace with justice; we must begin to overstand this
dynamic by knowing that it is a major cause of our current mind control and its destruction is pending
on us.
Even the satanic control of the world is being played out; through control of your precious mind and
that is no doubt.
We must take complete control of our mind and question everything we been taught, told or
experience through out this time. We must take a stroll through our minds to see what we'll find and
free our mind so that our ass will follow and we as a people can divinely shine.
Keep your mind in a positive vibe; keep your head to sky and learn to rely on your third eye.
Remember this world and the powers to be is about mind control; so its up to you, please protect your
spirit & soul.
Learn to think independently for yourself, become better at critical analysis; this will empower us as
never before and reduce our hopeless paralysis.
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